Abstract 3D object recognition is a difficult and yet an important problem in computer vision. A 3D object recognition system has two major componenb, object modeling (or representation) and matching stored representations to those derived from the sensed image. In this paper, we focus on the topic of model-buildingfor 3D objecb. Most existing 3D object recognition systems construct models either manually, or by learning from multiple images of an object. Both these approaches have not been very satisfactory, particularly in designing object recognition systems which can handle a large number of objects. Recent interest in integrating mechanical CAD systems and vision systems has led to adaptation of preexisting CAD models of objects for recognition. If a solid model of an object to be recognized is already available in a manufacturing database, then we should be able to infer automatically a model appropriate for vision tasks Lom the manufacturing model. We have developed such a system which uaes 3D object descriptions created on a commercial CAD system and expressed in the industry-standard IGES form, and performs geometric inferencing to obtain a relational graph representation of the object which can be stored in a database of models for object recognition. Details of the IGES standard, the geometric inference engine, and some formal properties of 3D models are discussed. We believe that a system like ours is needed to efficiently create a large database (more than 100 objects) of 3D models to evaluate matching strategies.
Introduction and Motivation
We focus on an open problem in the area of three-dimensional object recognition -model-building. The essence of the model-building problem can be briefly stated as follows:
How are representations of 3D objects acquired?
It is important to make a distinction between model-building and model definition, in which the type of representation is chosen. Computer vision researchers have used a variety of model types, which can be broadly classified as either descripfiue (the model can be used, for example, to generate a synthetic image of the object), ot discriminatory (the model information can be used to distinguish between different objects, but not to generate synthetic imagery). However, there are only a few general paradigms for consfruetion of models for recognition. We assume that the type of model has been chosen (a boundary representation), and address ourselves to methods for acquisition of models.
The application domain frequently dictates the desirable properties of a model-building system. In our applications, we are modeling small industrial parts which are sensed with a triangulation-based range finder. Object dimensions are on the order of one-half me- ter. Our work focuses on parts whose surfaces are a combination of planes, quadrics, and surfaces of revolution.
Most research in 3D object recognition has approached the modelbuilding step from one of three directions: manual construction, construction from examples (or learning), and construction by adapt at ion.
Manual Construction Here, a human operator builds a descrip tion of the object by hand [5, 8] . This approach to model-building is impractical in applications where the set of objects to be recognized is large or changes frequently.
Learning: Construction from Examples In this approach, models are constructed automatically, using prototypical features extracted from images of the object to be modeled. These images are taken from a number of viewpoints (16, 191 . Models built by learning are limited in their precision by the quality of the sensor and requires very precise registration of the prototype images.
Adaptation of Preexisting Models In many industrial applications, the 3D geometry o f a solid object may have been predefined for some other purpose. (e.g., robotic assembly of printed-circuit boards requires a model of the board as well an models of components to be mounted). If the model descriptions in the existing database can be automatically adapted, augmented, or restructured for vision tasks, little additional human intervention would be required to construct models for object recognition. In other words, the 'sharing' of models between manufacturing disciplines allows database consistency to be maintained, minimizes redundant design effort, and allows a claser integration of the system involved. The ideal situation has been called a unified system [3] .
The term CAD-Based Computer Vision has been coined [4] for research employing Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models for various visual tasks. Some researchers use CAD models to synthesize images of the object to train a system which builds models from examples. Others view the CAD model as a source of features which are used directly at recognition time. In our work, CAD models serve as a b a sic description of object geometry. Inference procedures are applied to the CAD models to produce features which can be useful in object recognition procedures. Many researchers in CAD-based vision have explored the model-building step [15, 14, 5, 6, 13, 21, 17] . Figure 1 shows a high-level block diagram of our CAD-based 3D object recognition system under development. This paper is devoted to the subsystem within the dotted box. A CAD system produces a list of geometric primitives describing each object. We assume that object geometry is described using the IGES specification, a standard format for CAD designs. A geometric inference engine builds relational graph representations (vision models) [11, 12, 10, 22, 18] of the 3D solids. In this representation, nodes represent geometric primitives (curves and surfaces) and arcs represent geometric relations between the entities. The matching module uses the vision models during matching, to identify the object(s) present in a scene, which is also represented as a relational graph -the scene grapA. The information computed by the inferencing system can be used to prune the search space explored a t recognition time. For example, if the model objects are all polyhedra, only a few of which contain groups of parallel faces, and the segmentation of a range image of the scene contains such a group of faces, the models without groups would be pruned from the search. This is pruning based on surface-surface relations; additional pruning predicates can be defined, based on edge-edge and surface-edge relations, all of which are stored explicitly in our relational graph representation.
In this paper, we outline our approach for automatic translation of geometric entities produced by a CAD system into a relational graph structure. The object dafabase is represented as a list of objects, each a relational graph containing a hierarchy of geometric primifives, connected by unary and binary relations. Unary rela tions describe the shape of surface patches and bounding curves. The binary relations between two surfaces, two curves, or a surface and a curve describe both surface and curve connectivity, proximity, and orientation relatione. Most of these relations are not explicitly stored in the CAD models, and we describe our techniques for automatically inferring them.
CADSoftware
We are concerned with 'mechanical' CAD, often termed solid modeling (or computer-aided geomefric design). The CAD package used in our experiments is GEOMOD, which is available from Structural Dynamics Fkaearch Corporation [S] . GEOMOD solids can be constructed using CSG (Boolean combination of primitive solids), fitting of curved surfaces to specified points, growing a surface over a set of two-dimensional cross-sections (skinning), and rotating or extruding a 2D profile.
GEOMOD is representative of the state of the art in 3D CAD software. The geometric inferencing we perform on CAD models is not specialized to work only with GEOMOD, however: any CAD system which writes object descriptions using the IGES 'analytic' form could be used instead of GEOMOD.
IGES
The IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) standard [l] defines standard design entities for 2D drawings and 3D objects. Within IGES, 3D solids are specified as lists of lines, circular arcs, conic sections, parametric cubic spline curves, nonuniform rational B-spline curves, planes, ruled surfaces, tabulated cylinders, surfaces of revolution, bicubic parametric spline surfaces, and NURBS surfaces. Many CAD software products advertising 'IGES compatibility' actually implement only a subset of the IGES specification. For example, GEOMOD will write IGES files, but only describes objects in terms of a subset of the available primitives. An IGES file can also be read by GEOMOD, but some primitive types are not accepted by the GEOMOD system.
The IGES format can often specify objects in two different ways. Lines, circular arcs, parametric cubic curves, planes, natural quadrics, and surfaces of revolution can be expressed either as special cases (called the analytic form by GEOMOD), or as NURBS (the GEO-MOD rafional form). A NURBS description is more powerful, but intuitive geometric information about the object (e.g. symmetry axes, radii, and surface type) is not explicit in the NURBS forms. In the analytic form, some of the geometric primitives are not visible in the object; they are referred to as invisible entities in the IGES specification. Despite the fact that they cannot be sensed (and therefore should not be matched to scene entities during the object recognition process), these invisible entities convey valuable information about surface shape (i.e. the ax@ of symmetry, the vertex location and vertex angle, efc.). We used the analytic IGES output from the CAD software. Lines, circular arcs, planes, and surfaces of revolution are described explicitly in terms of their geometric parameters (e Sectiop 4.1). More general surface types (i.e. NURBS surfaces) are not handled by our current modeling system.
One of the shortcomings in the IGES standard deals with the completeness of representations for solid objects [23] . Briefly, a representation is complete if it corresponds to only one physical object. While the latest revision of the IGES standard (version 4.0) allows 3D objects to be specified as CSG trees (which are complete) [2], the descriptions of B-rep solid models are not guaranteed to be complete. The primary shortcoming is explicit connectivity information. In most solid modelers, connectivity (sometimes called fopological properfies [7] ) is expressed in a graph on the set of surfaces, edges, and vertices. Since we are limited in our work to the 'partial' B-rep produced by IGES, the lack of connectivity is a concern. If connectivity is not explicitly represented in the model, it must be re-infemd when the vision models are being constructed. The computation of explicit connectivity is not a trivial task, and requires some inference on the visible IGES entities.
Transforming IGES models
What information is ezplicitly stored in the IGES object description, and what additional information about the object should be inferred to improve and speed up the object recognition process? How is this information arranged? The transformation applied to object descriptions expressed in the IGES form produces our vision model, stored as an attributed relafional gmph
with vertex set V, containing geometric primitives and attributes:
with vi E { circular-arc, l i n e , parametric-spline-curve, plane, surface-of-revolution }, and ai an attribute set associated with vi.
The edge set E contains attributed binary relations between vertices. Binary relations can be both unidirectional (for example, the relation is-axis relates a line primitive and a surface of revolution, but not vice-versa) and bidirectional (e.g. the orientation relation angle between two lines).
Our relational graph contains redundant information. This redundancy can shorten paths through the graph during matching, but the graph does take longer to construct. The computational burden is not incurred at object recognition time, however; the transforma tion of IGES models to relational graphs need only be applied off-line when a new object definition is created and the corresponding vision model is needed. Each object is handled separately. So, addition of an object to the database does not change the representations of existing models.
The geometric inferencing performed here first examines every IGES entity (including invisible entities) in the CAD model individually to calculate node attributes. Then, all pairs of visible entities are processed, and binary relations are produced. We note, however, that not all individual or pairwise calculations take identical amounts of time.
Node Attributes
We define attributes for geometric primitives used in the relational graph. These attributes are either stored explicitly in the analytic IGES representation or derived in our system.
Lines and Curves
Lines A line L is characterized by two vector parameters, namely the coordinates of the starting and ending points. The line's length is also computed and stored as a node attribute for L.
Circular Arcs
In IGES, a circular arc A is specified in its own (arc-centered) coordinate system ( z . , v., za), in which the plane of the arc is parallel to the 2.y.-plane, and displaced from it along the z. axis. The five quantities in the IGES description of the arc are (i) the parallel distance zt along the z. axis between A and the zag.-plane; (ii) the location (zac, yae) of A's center in arc-centered coordinates; (iii) the location ( z . , , y.,) of A's starting point in arc-centered coordinates; (iv) the location (zae, vac) of A's ending point in arccentered coordinates; and (v) a transformation matrix RA mapping arc-centered coordinates to model-centered coordinates. Our system computes the following additional attributes for each circular arc primitive: (i) the starting and ending angles of rotation in the (2.y.)-plane; (ii) the fraction of a circle produced by the rotation; (iii) the coefficients of the plane (in model-centered coordinates) containing the arc; (iv) the radius of the arc; and (v) the location of the arc's center in model coordinates.
Parametric Spline Curves
In the analytic IGES files produced by GEOMOD, any model curve which is not linear or circular is expressed as a parametric cubic spline curve C, possibly with multiple segments. The range of parameter values is divided into subsets by break points, and a different parametric cubic curve applies in each segment (curves whose parameter ranges are adjacent are required to join, however). The curve parameters of interest to us are: (i) A 'planarity' flag (curves with this flag set lie in a plane); (ii) The number n of curve segments; (iii) The n + 1 breakpoints { t l , ..., tn+l} in pa, rameter space; and (iv) coefficients of n + 1 vector-valued univariate polynomials, describing the (2, y, z ) coordinates of the n segments defined by the breakpoints.
Composite Curves
The IGES specification allows for a hierarchical representation of object curves. A Composite curve entity is simply a list of subcurues, each of which can be a line, circular arc, or parametric spline curve. The curves are required to 'join', i.e. the endpoint of the first subcurve is the beginning of the second, etc. In our models, composite curves are used only as the 'hounding' curve of a planar surface (discussed below).
Surfaces
Planes tion:
An IGES planar entity P contains the following informaCoefficients: four scalars a , b, c, and d, such that points in P satisfy a z + by + cz = d.
e Bounding curve: a pointer to another IGES entity which describes a closed curve that encloses P.
It is important to note that the bounding curve does not (in general) coincide withthe object edges which bound the planar surface under consideration. It is often useful to perform geometric computations for planes in 2D. First, we find a 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation Rp which maps 3D points into a 'plane-centered'coordinate system (a+, yp, zp), coordinates and sampled. The bounding box of this sampled curve is stored in the vision model.
Surfaces of Revolution
For a surface of revolution S, the following properties are given explicitly in the IGES description: (i) a pointer to the axis of revolution Ln (a line entity); (ii) a pointer to the generatriz Gn (the line or curve which is revolved about the axis to 'sweep' out the surface); and (iii) the starting and ending angles of rotation for the sweep ing operation. Additional attributes calculated for the vision model Table 1 summarizes attributes of the geometric primitives prc+ vided in the IGES description and inferred by our system. In many manufacturing environments, additional attributes not dealing with the geometry of the object surfaces (such as surface finish, paint color, a fabrication script, or material type) accompany the geometric attributes. If these features were considered useful for object recognition, they could also be expressed as node attributes.
Binary Features
Binary features are derived from examinations of pairs of IGES geometric primitives, and are stored as attributed arcs between the attributed nodes in the relational graph representation.
Orientation Relations
One local, intrinsic object property that has been used extensively in 3D object recognition systems is the relative orientation of object faces. Table 2 lists the orientation attributes for each of the IGES entities in our system. An orientation relation is produced by our geometric inference engine for each pair of geometric primitives for which an orientation attribute exists. So, entity pairs containing one or two parametric spline curves produce no relation. The orientation relation between two lines L1 and Lz is simply the angle between them. A less intuitive example is the angle relation between a plane and a surface of revolution; if the normal to the plane is parallel to the axis of the surface, the orientation angle would be zero.
Proximity Relations
Proximity relations summarize the distance between entities. For pairs of curves we instantiate a distance-interval relation and fill its two slots with the maximum and minimum distances between the curves. The only proximity relation between a curve and a surface primitive is coincident: this relation is added if the curve lies entirely within the finite surface primitive. If two model surfaces are adjacent (i.e. they share a visible curve), an attributed adjacent relation is added between the two surfaces, with the shared edge appearing as an attribute on the relation.
It is possible in principle to calculate distance-interval relations for edge-surface and surface-surface pairs as well as edge-edge pairs. Analytic techniques can be applied, at least in theory; the minimum and maximum distance between two points can be calculated by finding the minimum distance using a direct solution to a least-squares distance criterion [20] . Implementation of this solution presents practical difficulties. In our present work, sampling of the primitives has provided reasonable results for curve-curve pairs, and coincidence and adjacency relations for curve-surface and surfacesurface pairs were sufficient.
Miscellaneous Relations
There are a few binary relations between geometric primitives which we categorize as miscellaneous, because they contain both proxim ity and orientation information, or because they contain neither of those sorts of information. One example of a composite orientationproximity relation is coincidence between a pair of planes. Suppose our model contains a visible circular arc and a visible plane which is coincident with the arc (we do not require the bounded plane to contain the plane of the arc). The (coincident-with planei circular-arcj) relation between these two primitives means that the planes are both parallel and coincident.
The (in-plane-bbox c u n e i planej)
relation is added between the primitives when the curve lies entirely within the canonical bounding box of the plane.
Higher-order Relations
It is possible to define tertiary or even higher-order feature types, especially in the case of polyhedral objects. At present, we choose not to extend our geometric inference engine in that direction; however, such relations could easily be added. The corner relation for polyhedra could be detected by detecting coincident endpoints of line primitives. 'Corners' also exist for some curved objects. However, the utility of explicit corner relations might be limited due to the difficulties encountered when trying to detect such features in images. The more reliably a feature can be sensed, the greater the value it has for recognition. From that viewpoint, surfaces are more valuable than edges, because they can be extracted more easily from range data than edges. Corners are less reliable than edges, since small changes in the locations of segmentation boundaries in an image can change the location of a corner feature. Table 3 lists each relation produced by our geometric inference engine, its type, and a brief description.
Implementation Details
The geometric inferencing system has been implemented on Sun-3 and Sun-4 workstations in C and Common LISP. After designing the object using the GEOMOD software, a file containing the IGES information is translated by a C program into LISP S-expressions. Each object is identified by a name. Instances of object types are LISP structures, with corresponding slots and values. Each primitive in the object description has an unique label in the graph structure. For example, if we have an object labeled baseball-bat represented as a single surface of revolution, the axis of the revolved surface would be associated with a structure named baseball-bat-linen, where n is an integer that distinguishes this line from all other baseball-bat-linem in the model, m # n. The structure contains slots for the parameters of the line (starting and ending points and length). Binary relations affecting an entity are stored in a slot labeled RELATIOES.
Most computations of the node attributes and binary relations are performed in C. These attributes and relations are assembled into the graph structure within LISP, and connectivity information is constructed. We chose to use C for numerical processing because of its speed advantages over LISP. Once the graph is available, however, LISP is more convenient for developing code for traversal of the graph structure a t object recognition time. The relational graph representation takes a few minutes to construct from the IGES model for moderately complicated objects.
Example
the IGES description of the object appears in Figure 3 . An IGES file contains a header, a listing of global parameters, a directory section with an entry for each object (containing type-independent attributes), a parameter section with type-specific attributes, and a terminate section. In Figure 3 , we see these five sections; note the correspondence between the first line in the directory section and the first line in the parameter section. Together, these entries specify a line primitive with endpoints (0,3.15,2.87) and (1.65,3.15,2.87). The C language part of the inference engine produces approximately 2000 lines of LISP code containing 1500 S-expressions ; approximately 30 seconds of CPU time on a Sun 4/280 computer were required to create these expressions. About 400 of the S-expressions are descriptions of nodes in the relational graph and 'housekeeping' statements allowing the graph to be traversed easily. The remainder of the S-expressions are binary relations. Some selected expressions for the polyhedron appear in Figure 4 . Note that the line primitive appearing in the IGES file has been translated to a LISP structure with several attributes. A graphical rendition of the relational graph appears in Figure 5 , along with figures describing the correspondence between surfaces, edges, and the node numbers. Vertices in the graph are drawn as boxes (surfaces) and circles (edges), and in this figure, edges represent surface-edge adjacency. Only a few of the relations are drawn on the graph.
Discussion
We have described a geometric inference engine which produces a relational graph representation of a 3D object from a geometric model specified using the IGES design standard. While the GEOMOD solid modeler was used in our work, any 3D CAD system which generates object descriptions using the 'analytic' IGES form could be used instead. In addition to the process of translation from one data format to another, the inference engine extracts higher-level information from the CAD model and stores it explicitly in the new data structure. The higher-level features will allow the search space explored during the object recognition stage to be pruned early. The contribution of our work is twofold.
The model-building step in machine vision has traditionally assumed one of two forms: construction by hand, or construction by learning from images (often requiring human interaction). The availability of object geometry in CAD databases motivated our construction of a model-building system which constructs relational graphs outomafically, without human intervention.
Secondly, we desire to separate a strategy for recognition of 3D objects into on-line and off-line phases. The off-line procedure described here allows the recognition process to become a traversal of an existing database rather than the construction of such a database at recognition time.
We again stress that the major contribution of the work is automatic processing rather than a new family of features to extract; most of these geometric quantities have been used by other researchers in the field.
The relational graphs constructed from CAD models will be compared with relational graphs computed from range images of objects. Both identity and pose information for scene objects will be computed if those objects are reresented in the object database; scene objects not present in the database will be rejected.
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We have developed relational graph models from IGES descriptions of several objects. Here we illustrate this procedure for a polyhedron. Figure 2 shows a hidden-line drawing and a corresponding synthetic range image of a polyhedral object. A CAD model was constructed from a prototype of this object using CSG techniques. ... 
